
 

 

 

 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

Laeka’Draeon is the last dragon in Valadae. 

The key to finding his missing kin lies in the prophecy obtained through the 

centaur prophet, Belzor Ven’Ho. To interpret its hidden meanings, 

Laeka’Draeon and his companions must journey to the heart of the 

Raegelian Forest, wherein resides the legendary seer, Lady Megandel. 

But the enemies of the old wars have already set their plans in motion, 

threatening far more than Laeka’Draeon’s quest. 

A terrible doom grows on Valadae’s horizon, and the power to avert it lies 

in the mysterious Beacon Thrones―a power only a dragon can revive. 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Naomi is an unequivocal day-dreamer, anime 

enthusiast, and devotee of fantastical and 

whimsical things. When she is not writing or 

doing illustrations, she reads, sings, plays console games, and spends time with her family 

and cats on the Gold Coast, Australia. 

 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. The Beacon Thrones includes themes such as 

teamwork, trust and perseverance. What other 

themes can you identify? Pick one and give specific 

examples from the book that convey that theme. 

Author Notes: 

 Themes are the underlying messages, or 

ideas, within a story. 

 Other themes in The Beacon Thrones include: 

duty, courage, prophecy, and friendship. 

 Examples can be from scenes or conversations  

2. Laeka’Draeon and Shifra are both characters 

doggedly driven to achieve their goals. Compare the 

ways they go about achieving them, both similarities 

and differences. What does that reveal about their 

personalities? 

 

Author Notes: 

 E.g. Where Laeka’Draeon is trusting, kind, and 

thrives in close group connections; Shifra is 

mistrustful, resentful, and self-isolated. 

 E.g. Both Laeka’Draeon and Shifra are 

courageous, selfless, and have a stubborn 

streak. 

3. Laeka’Draeon is helped by several supporting 

characters in his quest. Pick one such character and 

summarise how their personality and actions effect 

what happens over the span of the book. 

Author Notes: 

 Supporting character can be anyone who 

helps Laeka’Draeon toward his goals. 

 Differing personalities in a group can have 

both positive and negatives effects.  



4. Of the supporting characters that Laeka’Draeon 

meets and journeys with, which do you believe plays 

the most important role during the events in The 

Beacon Thrones? Use specific examples from the text 

to support your opinion. 

Author Notes: 

 Actions from all supporting cast play 

important roles in Laeka’Draeon’s quest. All 

choices lead to consequences; every influence 

and input has a connecting value. 

5. Conflict is a vital driving force in any good story. A 

major external conflict (for the whole series) and a 

major internal conflict (for Laeka’Draeon) are revealed 

in The Beacon Thrones. Describe what they are, and 

what makes them major? 

Author Notes: 

 External conflict is the problem or obstacle 

directly related to the Story Goal. Internal 

conflict in a dilemma the protagonist faces 

within himself/ herself that will affect the 

Story Goal. 

 The failing of the Beacon Thrones will bring 

about the return of a cataclysmic Manna 

Eruption. Major External Conflict. 

 Laeka’Draeon’s discovery of his inner dark 

power. Major Internal Conflict. 

6. The Beacon Thrones is written in Third Person 

Limited POV (point of view), from multiple characters. 

Name all the POV characters, where their POVs occur 

(page number, chapter etc), then choose one (aside 

from Laeka’Draeon) and highlight two primarily 

goals/ambitions of that character as revealed/ hinted 

at in the book. Cite specific examples. 

Author Notes: 

 POV is the mode of narration used to let the 

reader “hear” and “see” what takes place in 

the story. 

 POVs include: Laeka’Draeon, Nomar, Norf, 

Sadukravon, Ubi, Gharth, and Ghinzel. 

7. After an obscure introduction at the end of Kin 

Seeker (the first book in the series), the main 

antagonist is finally exposed. Name at least two 

distinct traits revealed during his scene, and describe 

how those traits make him the story’s Big Bad Guy 

(the driving force of the story’s central conflict).  

Author Notes: 

 Story’s central conflict: the powers protecting 

Valadae have been undone (Dragons, 

Klonnoth Aire, Beacon Thrones), leading to a 

resurgence of chaos and Corruption. 

 Traits revealed include: Patient, resentful, 

prideful, feared, cunning, powerful, 

ambitious. 

8. Many times characters take action to help 

Laeka’Draeon, either directly or indirectly. But words 

have also been influential in shaping the young 

dragon’s quest. Find three incidences in the book 

where words spoken by others have shaped 

Laeka’Draeon’s views/ choices. Quote from text, if 

necessary. 

Author Notes: 

 Words of wisdom and inspiration from 

characters in authority. 

 Words of warning or impartation of 

knowledge in regards to potential dangers. 

 Words of kindness and encouragement from 

characters in a position of trust and 

friendship. 

 Words of opposition or argument that bring 

additional perspective. 

9. As with Kin Seeker, the start of each chapter of The 

Beacon Thrones has short epigraphs (a short 

quotation or saying intended to suggest theme/ tone). 

Pick your favourite epigraph and write a short 

summary covering its theme and the reasons you 

chose it as your favourite. 

Author Notes: 

 The types of epigraphs used include: Poems, 

songs, rhymes, quotes, inscriptions 

 The epigraphs add to the world-building of 

the Dragon Calling series. Some are popular to 

specific cultures; others are snippets from 

historical recordings. Regardless of origin, all 

epigraphs contain a theme, or the hint of an 

emotion or truth.



 

 

 

 

WRITING ACTIVITIES

1. ESSAY. One of the main themes in The Beacon 

Thrones is teamwork, and how the different dynamics 

between individuals can accomplish much through the 

outworking of their strengths, despite weaknesses 

and opposing views. Choose a supporting character 

and write a brief essay highlighting the specifics of the 

role that character played in the effectiveness of 

teamwork throughout Laeka’Draeon quest. Be sure to 

include details of your chosen character’s known 

strengths and weaknesses, both in physical skill and in 

personality. Cite specific examples from the text to 

support your findings. 

2. MYTHOLOGICAL INSPIRATIONS. 

Dragon Calling is a series full of amazing creatures, 

both original to the Dragon Calling universe (pixie-

cats, haunjers, wescats, morwulves), and creatures 

inspired by actual mythologies from different cultures 

in our own world (dragons, unicorns, satyrs, faeries, 

hobgoblins). Choose two different creatures from the 

book that have an Earth-myth counterpart and write 

about their similarities and contrasts. How are they 

different/ same? Be sure to delve into not only 

physical appearance, but culture, behaviour, speech 

and impact on surroundings/ other creatures (using 

information revealed/ hinted at in the Beacon Thrones 

as well as the previous novel). E.g. Centaurs originate 

from Greek mythology. They are the offspring of non-

centaur creatures; Valadilian centaurs are born of 

other centaurs. Greek centaurs are considered wild, 

savage and lustful. Valadilian centaurs are cultured, 

peace-seeking, and valiant. But both kinds are strong, 

are distinctly half-horse half-humanoid, and dwell 

together in large groups. 

 

 

 

 

3. CHAPTER TITLES.  Along with being 

chronologically numbered and having a themed 

epigraph, every chapter in The Beacon Thrones is 

titled (not all chapter books are titled). Choose five of 

the chapter titles (the ones you find most interesting) 

and summarise in a paragraph (or two) why you think 

the author chose that title for that chapter, and how 

the title ties into the chapter contents. Extra credit 

can go to chosen titles that are more ambiguous than 

others. 

4. FROM ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW. 

Pick a favourite scene between Laeka’Draeon and 

another character/ or characters. The story is (mostly) 

fixed from Laeka’Draeon’s point of view, but how 

might the other character view the scene? What 

things might they notice, what thoughts or internal 

emotions might they be thinking/ feeling? How might 

they be anticipating the outcome? Keeping those 

questions in mind, rewrite the scene from the other 

character’s point of view. You are welcome to use 

whatever POV you wish (First or Third). 

 

 Additional Dragon Calling resources can be 

found in The Beacon Thrones Companion 

Guide (purchasable resource), and the 

Prologue Comics (free resource). 

 

 

 

https://www.etsy.com/au/listing/496200216/the-beacon-thrones-companion-guide-light?ref=shop_home_active_1
https://www.etsy.com/au/listing/496200216/the-beacon-thrones-companion-guide-light?ref=shop_home_active_1
https://dragoncalling.wordpress.com/books/prologue-comics/


 

 

 

 

ART AND CRAFT ACTIVITIES

1. CREATE YOUR OWN FLAG. There are 

eleven kingdoms in the world of Valadae, each with 

their own unique customs, geography, ruling creature-

kinds, and national flag. The events of The Beacon 

Thrones take place within the southern kingdom of 

Gelian. Though Gelian already has a national flag, use 

your imagination and the descriptions of the kingdom 

within the book to create your own Gelian Flag 

(helpful free online resource is the Kingdom Guide 

found on the official website for the Dragon Calling 

series. Use the Guide to help with ideas, but be sure 

to not directly copy any of the official fag designs). 

Flag materials chosen at Teacher’s discretion; 

cardboard/ cloth/ stained glass, with fabric paints/ 

beads/ paper mache/ pencils/ acrylics. 

2. CHARACTER PORTRAIT. The characters 

in The Beacon Thrones are numerous and diverse, 

both in appearance and personality. Though the 

author visualises how each character looks (and has 

illustrated them accordingly), that should not restrict 

what the readers visualise. Have students choose one 

of the characters introduced in the book and―with 

the assistance of the descriptions provided in the 

story―create a character bust portrait (from 

shoulders to top of head). The chosen medium can be 

whatever the students are most comfortable/ 

confident using (pencil shading, inks, acrylics, clay, 

water colour), or whatever materials the Teacher 

prefers (most suited to time restraints, budget, class 

enthusiasm etc.). The character portraits can be in any 

style the individual artist wishes to express (realistic, 

abstract, macabre, cartoonish, anime).

 

 

VOCABULARY 

As you read The Beacon Thrones, consider the words below. List the words you knew the meaning of before reading 

The Beacon Thrones. List the words you did not know the meaning of. Does the context of the sentences where they 

are found provide clues to their meaning? Explain why or why not.

 Admonition (p. 5) 

 Manoeuvres (p. 7) 

 Veneer (p. 9) 

 Decorous (p. 14) 

 Foliage (p. 17) 

 Indecipherable (p. 19) 

 Eloquent (p.20) 

 Vie (p. 23) 

 Charred (p. 27) 

 Toted (p. 29) 

 Harrowing (p. 33) 

 Massacre (p. 36) 

 Dexterity (p. 49) 

 Dilating (p. 53) 

 Dishevelled (p. 62) 

 Summersault (p. 70) 

 Fray (p. 72) 

 Barbarous (p. 76) 

 Palpable (p. 80) 

 Tiered (p. 83) 

 Escarpment (p. 91) 

 Flaccid (p. 92) 

 Lucent (p. 95) 

 Vexation (p. 101) 

 Erratic (p. 107) 

 Unadulterated (p. 115) 

 Infatuation (p. 117) 

 Vice (p. 123) 

 Faceted (p. 133) 

 Bequeath (p. 137) 

 Skulking (p. 152) 

 Inadequate (p. 160) 

 Psyche (p. 164) 

 Ebbing (p. 172) 

 Behest (p. 183) 

 Appalling (p. 196) 

 Bleak (p. 198) 

 Miasma (p. 204) 

 Malignant (p. 212) 

 Splayed (p. 220) 

 Indistinguishable (p. 238) 

 Craven (p. 245)

 

https://dragoncalling.wordpress.com/kingdom-guide/

